The Philippines has only had continual quantitative measurements of air pollution for 15 years and has focused initially only on total suspended particles. More recently, the focus has been shifted to size segregated particles such as PM 10 and PM 2.5 . Sampling is done with a MiniVol air sampler (Airmetrics, Oregon, U.S.A.) at different sites. Further analysis of the filters, such as reflectometry, ion chromatography and elemental analysis were performed to learn more about the air quality in Metro Manila. To determine contributing sources, receptor modeling was used. With these data, Hopke et al., 2008, studied the urban air quality in Asian countries and showed that Manila, Philippines has the second highest concentrations of BC.
Figure S3 Scatter plot for the inter-comparison between MAAP_GL and MAAP_UBS (a) and between MAAP_GL and AE51 (b). The solid line represents the linear regression line, while the one to one line is shown in red dashes.

Figure S4 Mean particle number size distribution from MO UBS (green), KAT RS (blue) and TAFT RS (red
